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Expressway Handling are a privately owned business based on the boundaries
of Heathrow Airport. We pride ourselves on our service which we achieve by a
combination of ever developing I.T. systems and friendly customer service.

We realise that in the Logistics industry time is extremely valuable to our
customers so we look to offer a “One Stop Shop” approach saving not only
time but also money. Whether this is through our versatile fleet of vehicles
covering the entire UK, or through our own Civil Aviation Authority approved
warehouse facility with full onsite air cargo screening....... we can help.

If you would like to talk to us to see where Expressway Handling can benefit
your business, please contact us to discuss the wide range of services we offer.
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Expressway Handling… here
to make logistics simple!



Regional Sameday Returns &
National Overnight Services
Expressway Handling offer regional sameday returns and further
afield overnight collections using our consolidated daily tariff
services.

This gives the customer a reliable service whilst keeping the
costs to a minimum.

With zones 1 to 4 back with us that afternoon/early evening,
customers can look to have their cargo delivered into the airline
overnight following collection.
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Dedicated UK Road Haulage
services at your fingertips
Expressway Handling have been providing UK road haulage solutions since
2010 and have developed a real understanding of how to totally fulfil
customer’s needs.

Whether your cargo is time sensitive, full load or requiring special attention
due to the commodity, we are able offer dedicated door to door services
across our entire fleet.

Our versatile fleet of vehicles range from small vans through to Rollerbed Q7
trailers with many of these fitted with tail lifts, air ride systems and ADR ready.
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Setting the standards in
Cargo Reception & Handling
From our facility just minutes away from Heathrow Airport, we offer a full range of
cargo reception and handling services, from a single package through to full air
charters. As well as handling our customer’s collection and delivery requirements
we are happy to receive or distribute your goods with any third party haulier of your
choice. You can also nominate our facility as your own distribution centre whilst
working from your own offices elsewhere in the UK.

As a Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) listed agent we are able to collect goods on your
behalf or accept goods into our facility as SPX cargo. We are also able to build air
cargo units and handle temperature controlled air cargo units.

Our heavy weight loading equipment allows us to handle some of the weird and
wonderful items the logistics industry may put in front of us. This can be from plant
and machinery through to some of the most high end cars on the planet.
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Introducing our CAA Approved
Cargo Screening Facility
Expressway Handling offer full in-house air cargo screening services, meaning we
can offer a “One Stop Shop” option from point of collection within the UK, on site
screening and onward airline delivery saving you both time and money.

We have invested in the very latest screening equipment and now operate the
largest 180cm x 180cm throughput X-Ray machine on the market in the UK today.
In addition we also operate our own Explosive Trace Detection (ETD) machine
allowing us to handle those outsized and dense items, and the more unusual items
such as cars.

This equipment is complimented with ongoing
development into our fully automated Warehouse
Management System (WMS). This WMS provides our
customers with real time and accurate information
which can be specifically tailored to meet your needs.
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FREDD’s Free Running
Explosive Detection Dogs
Our Air Cargo Screening Facility has been expanded with the introduction of in-
house Free Running Explosive Detection Dogs (FREDD’s).

As well as bringing a smile to our faces each day these guys can deal with cargo
that in the past has proved extremely difficult (if not impossible) to screen with
conventional methods such as X-Ray and ETD.

All of these services are complimented with ongoing development into our fully
automated Warehouse Management System (WMS). 

This WMS provides our customers with real time and accurate information which
can be specifically tailored to meet your needs.
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Overnight Consolidated
Airline Deliveries
Although airline delivery of cargo is the final step in the export process, it is also
one of the most important in meeting shippers and customers’ expectations.

Expressway Handling are extremely proud of our airline delivery service and
ensure we provide sufficient staff and vehicles to meet ever fluctuating
demand.

Using our own drivers and vehicles to carry out airline deliveries gives
customers confidence that their goods will be delivered as agreed.
When using our consolidated overnight airline delivery service customers can
use our fixed rate tariff with no hidden extras as we do not charge waiting time.
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Teamwork divides the task
and multiplies the success
Although Expressway Handling continue to invest in our IT ensuring our transport
and warehouse systems are full integrated, it would all be in vain if the
departments were not working to the same goal.

With Aaron our Warehouse Manager on the left, and Marcin our Transport Manager
on the right, having collaborated in the industry for over 10 years, customers can be
confident their shipments will be handled with the same care and attention
throughout the entire process.

The company’s Managing Director Danny Bryant established Expressway Handling
back in 2010, and has over 30 years experience in the freight forwarding industry.
                                               

He shares the following mantra with his team and customers...

“keep it simple - keep it moving”
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What  do people say about us?
Some customer comments.

As office-based forwarders, we rely on
Expressway Handling for most of our

trucking and warehousing activities at
Heathrow. Danny has built the operations

from the ground up with focus on
simplifying every process for clients. And it

works. We particularly appreciate their
swift efficiency and proactive approach to

addressing any issues that may arise.
Expressway won’t let you down.

Fatai - Owner
GLASGOW

We are a Gatwick based forwarder
working with Expressway for some time

now and it is like having our own
dedicated facility at Heathrow! They

provide a fantastic service at very
reasonable rates. Both the transport 

and warehouse staff are very 
professional with extremely high 

service levels at all times!

Paul - General Manager
GATWICK

The team at Expressway Handling go
above & beyond where possible to assist
me in every aspect for Export shipments.

Along with an impeccable customer
service, really down to earth & very fair /

understanding and being based 200 miles
away from Heathrow this is crucial. Would

not use any other haulier within the
Heathrow area to handle any of my

shipments but Expressway!

Kyle - Account Manager
BRADFORD
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Get in
Touch
Wherever you are in the world contact
us for a service that feels very local....

welcome@expresswayhandling.co.uk

0300 124 6888 

Unit 5
Central Park Estate
Staines Road
Hounslow
TW4 5DJ

www.expresswayhandling.co.uk
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